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[image: ROVO XN 5060]

ROVO XN 5060
    	Comfort synchro-mechanism, extra high backrest, armrests type XN1, plastic base black    
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ROVO XN 5060
    	Comfort synchro-mechanism, extra high backrest, armrests type XN1, plastic base black    
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ROVO XN 5070
    	Comfort synchro-mechanism, extra high backrest, armrests type XN5, aluminium base polished    
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ROVO XN 5070
    	Comfort synchro-mechanism, extra high backrest, armrests type XN5, aluminium base polished    
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ROVO XN


Designed for purists

Slim contour, filigree appearance. XN convinces not only by its design, but also by ergonomical and functional features. The open design of mechanism and backrest emphasises the beautiful chair technology – transparent and traceable. The comfort synchro-mechanism with numerous setting options offers detailed insights into the movement sequences. The colour accent is set by the upholstery.
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Model variants














[image: Model 5060 extra high backrest]

Model 5060
    	extra high backrest    











[image: Model 5070 extra high backrest and headrest]

Model 5070
    	extra high backrest and headrest    




Extra high backrest, with or without headrest.
Your demand for comfort decides.














Equipment


The standard equipment for XN office chairs comes with comfort synchro-mechanism with easily lateral tension adjustment. Seat depth adjustment. Seat angle adjustment. Plastic base black, with hard double wheel castors. Seat height adjustment with gas spring. Backrest connector aluminum powder coated silver. Model 5070 with PU headrest.





Backrest  
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    	Mesh back with 2D mesh    
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    	Mesh back with 3D mesh    
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    	with backrest cushion    












Armrests  
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XN1
    	Standard armrests: Height- and width adjustable, with hard PP-armtops.    
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XN2
    	Standard armrests: Height- and width adjustable, with soft PU-armtops.    
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XN4
    	Multifunctional armrests: Height-, width- and depth adjustable, swivelling, with soft PU-armtops. Aluminum connector powder coated silver.    
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XN5
    	Multifunctional armrests: Height-, width- and depth adjustable, swivelling, with soft PU-armtops. Aluminum connector and swivelling plate polished.    
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XN7
    	Multifunctional armrests: Height-, width- and depth adjustable, swivelling, with soft PU-armtops. Plastic connector black.    












Lumbar support AIR PLUS  
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AIR PLUS was developed by ROVO. This orthopedic air cushion lumbar support system can be individually adjusted by the use of a hand pump. AIR PLUS is available for most models as an option. The chair supports a healthy sitting posture and prevents back problems.












Frame colours  




Base available in same colour as back connectors.
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    	Aluminium polished    











[image: Aluminium base silver]

    	Aluminium silver    











[image: Plastic base black]

    	Plastic black    












Castors  
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    	Hard or soft, braked double wheel castors, Ø 60 mm    







[image: Universal wheel castors, braked, with chrome ring, Ø 60 mm]

    	Universal wheel castors, braked, with chrome ring, Ø 60 mm    












Further options  




	Seat sides in black color
	Backrest cushion in different fabric
	Height adjustment with shock absorbing system
	Height adjustment with increased seat height + 5 cm






















Downloads



Flyers and brochures  




	
ROVO XN (EN) (403.7 KiB)

	
ROVO XN (NL) (198.0 KiB)












Instructions for use  




	
ROVO XN (5.5 MiB)












Test reports  




	
FACTS - Test - ROVO XN (255.1 KiB)

	
FACTS - Certificate - ROVO XN (322.3 KiB)












Awards  
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The matching visitor chair


All visitor chairs can be individually configured according to the equipment options.




To the visitor chair
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Cookie and data protection information

This website uses cookies to enable certain functions and to improve the website.
        




Essential

Show details
Hide details


We only use technically necessary cookies that are required to operate the homepage. For further information about the cookies used, please refer to the following description:
                                                    

Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                    
Storage duration: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.







PHP SESSION ID
Saves the current PHP session.
                                                                    
Storage duration: This cookie remains only for the current browser session.







Remember me
Saves the login status of a user.
                                                                    
Storage duration: infinite, until the cache is cleared
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